This paper reports on the improvements of a simulation model for ship motions in following and quartering waves. The authors use a wave-piercing tumblehome vessel as a subject ship. The existing 4-DoF (degrees of freedom) model shows some limitation in its capability for predicting broaching of this vessel. In a free-running model experiment for the vessel, we observed rudder and propeller emersion from the water leading to broaching. This rudder and propeller emersions can significantly reduce steering performance. To express these rudder and propeller emersions, we should take account of not only roll but also pitch and heave. Therefore the authors develop a 6-DoF model. With the heave and pitch motion, we can calculate the local draft variation for calculating wave exiting forces and moments. Roll restoring variations are one of the important factors to estimate roll motions. Therefore we theoretically estimate restoring variations in wave then we found the tendency of variation dramatically changes due to the roll angle. Submergence of superstructure can be important for that variation. We also consider the variation of maneuvering coefficients and rudder forces in waves which are relevant to broaching. To estimate these variations, we conduct PMM tests, straight-line tests and rudder angle tests in waves using a scale model of subject ship. With some of these improvements, we obtain better agreements with experimental results than existing 4-DoF model.
INTRODUCTION
These days ship transportation requests faster ships so that several new ship types for high-speed operation are developed. However, in the following and quartering waves, high-speed vessels generally have risks of capsizing or serious heel due to broaching. To avoid these risks, specifying dangerous operational conditions, i.e. dangerous courses and speeds, are important. If an experimental approach is adopted, for this purpose, prohibitively large number of free-running model experiments could be requested because of nonlinearity of such phenomena. As an alternative to such model experiments, precise numerical simulation is highly desirable. Until now, several numerical models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] were developed and some of them were well validated with free-running model experiments using containerships, fishing vessels 10) , high-speed monohulls 11) and so on.
However, currently available simulation models are not always accurate enough for some unconventional vessels [12] [13] . In particular, the simulated operational conditions resulting in broaching are much narrower than those observed in the model experiments. Therefore the authors attempt to improve a simulation model to extend its applicability for covering such vessels. For the simulation the authors use a wave-piercing tumblehome vessel, which is known as one of the unconventional vessels, that has an inversely inclined bow and tumblehome sections above the calm water plane. 
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Heel angle (deg.) Fig.2 Restoring arm in calm water. Fig.3 shows three coordinate systems of the mathematical model. One is the coordinate system "wave fixed axes" expressed as O-ξηζ. Its origin is fixed on a wave trough but in the vertical position of calm-water surface and moves in the wave direction with the wave phase speed. Secondly a "body fixed axes" is expressed as O-x B y B z B . Finally a "horizontal body axes" is expressed as O-xyz. The origin of "horizontal body axes" is the center of gravity as the same as the "body fixed axes" but this coordinate system is not allowed to rotate around the x and y axes 14) . Coordinate transformation relationships are obtained as Eqs. (1) and (2) . The transformation from the "body fixed axes" to the "wave fixed axes" is as follows; 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Equations (4) - (10) show a coupled surge-sway-heave-roll-pitchyaw mathematical model with wave-induced forces and moments (6-DoF model) based on the "horizontal body axes". We use a PD control for the autopilot. The time constant of the steering gear, T E in Eq. (10) , is the same as the experimental model. Note the helm rate did not reach to its limit during the free-running model experiments 12) and the present simulations. 
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In this model, resistance and propeller thrust are estimated from a captive model experiment and a propeller open test in calm water which was done by Umeda et al 12) . Roll restoring moment, WGZ, is estimated from hydrostatic calculation in calm water. Maneuvering coefficients and heel-induced hydrodynamic derivatives are estimated from calm water captive model experiments 15) . Interactions between the hull, the rudders and the propellers are empirically taken into accounts 16) . Added mass, damping coefficients and diffraction forces in heave and pitch are estimated from a strip theory. Restoring coefficients in heave and pitch are hydrostatically calculated by Eqs. (25) -(28).
Roll damping is estimated from roll decay model tests 12) . Rudder forces are estimated as hydrodynamic lift including wave particle velocity. The Froude-Krylov forces are calculated by integrating the water pressure around the submerged hull surface. A slender ship theory for zero encounter frequency is used for diffraction forces in sway, roll and yaw. Using this mathematical model, the numerical simulation was executed for 8100 combinations of 90 auto pilot courses and 90 specified propeller revolutions represented as the nominal Froude number, which is realized in calm water with the specified propeller revolutions. The modes of ship motions are categorized into 6 groups: "harmonic motion", "stable surf-riding", "capsizing without broaching", "capsizing due to broaching", "broaching without capsizing", and "not identified" as these modes. Elements for this classification are defined as follows 10) . "Harmonic motion" can be identified if a value of τ exists which satisfies the following relationship within computational error.
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"Stable surf-riding" can be identified if all state variables tend to be constant. That is,
Although capsizing cannot occur, the case which satisfies the following condition is regarded as practical "capsizing" in this simulation study.
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"Broaching" is defined as the phenomenon whereby a ship cannot maintain her course despite maximum steering effort. Therefore, if the following relationship is realized, we can regard it as broaching:
The ship motion that does not satisfy all the above criteria is categorized as "not identified". Numerical results using the existing 4 DoF model 12) 
RUDDER AND PROPELLER EMERSIONS
Rudder emersion is regarded as one of the factor of broaching 17) . In the free-running model experiments the authors also observed one of the rudders and propellers were out of water when the model ship starts to suffer broaching. This rudder emersion might reduce the rudder performance and the propeller emersion might generate unexpected yaw moment because these twin propellers are not placed on the center line. Therefore these rudder and propeller emersions might dramatically reduce the steering performance which is closely relevant to broaching. To estimate rudder and propeller emersions, not only roll but also heave and pitch play important roles. Therefore the 6-DoF simulation model might be suitable to express such phenomenon. 6 shows that rudder emersion in following waves occurs even without roll. The rudder is out of water when the center of ship's gravity is situated in a wave upslope near a wave crest. The 20% loss of rudder area could reduce the rudder performance. Fig.7 shows the yaw moment generated by the difference between port side thrust and starboard thrust in following waves. Large yaw moments are generated when roll angle is more than 30 degrees and ship's gravity is situated around a wave upslope near a wave crest. That is because one side of propeller comes out from water. The propeller and rudder emersions simultaneously develop. It indicates that non-negligible yaw moment occurs when rudder performance is declined. This could deteriorate the maneuvering in waves. We executed numerical simulations in the time domain also with rudder and propeller emersions taken into account as shown in Fig.8 . We can find some broaching in the limited regions with high ship speed and large autopilot course. It shows that the reduction of steering performance due to rudder and propeller emersions would be a crucial factor for broaching. However there is still some discrepancy between the simulation results and experiments. In the simulation regions of broaching are too narrow and the critical speed for surf-riding is still too small.
WAVE-INDUCED FORCES
When we calculate wave-induced forces using with a linear theory, we ignore the effect of variation of draft as a higher order term. When the ship motions are nonlinear, however, such an effect is not always small. Thus, the authors calculated the waveinduced forces by taking account of draft, breadth and submerged area variations due to wave heave and pitch, although it was ignored in the previous model 12) The dotted line in Fig.9 indicates the wave-induced surge force predicted using linear theory which does not consider draft variation while the solid line is the result from prediction taking into account the effect of draft variation. There are large differences between with and without draft variation. Fig.10 shows the simulation results with rudder and propeller emersions and draft variations. Here we can find better prediction of threshold values for surf-riding. However this does not improve broaching prediction itself. 
RESTORING VARIATIONS
It is well known that the roll restoring moments varies in longitudinal wave. The roll restoring variation can be roughly calculated with the Froude-Krylov calculation 18) . Here the incident wave pressure is integrated around the submerged hull surface with static equilibrium in heave and pitch taken into account. As a result, the calculation value does not depend on the Froude number. As shown in Fig.11 , with a small heel angle, the restoring arm decrease when the ship's center is situated on a wave crest. This tendency is similar to other conventional vessels 18) . On the other hand unlike conventional vessels the restoring arm does not increase when the ship center is situated on a wave trough. Because of the tumblehome above from waterline, even an increase of water elevation at the bow and stern does not result in an increase of water plane area. However Fig.12 shows, when there is a large heel angle, the effect of the wave on the restoring arm is dramatically different from Fig.11 . The restoring arm increases when the ship center is situated on a wave crest and decreases on a wave trough. This is because its superstructure is around midship as pointed out by one of the authors 19) . Therefore when the ship center is situated in a wave crest and the roll angle is large enough, the superstructure submerges easier than when in a wave trough. As a result, most of capsizing could occur when the vessel is in a wave trough. Fig. 13 shows the variation of roll restoring, in which its qualitative change occurs around a heel angle of 40.0 degrees. Here the superstructure starts to submerge. Therefore we can say that submergence of the superstructure is one of the important factors for the roll restoring variations. We incorporate these variations of restoring variation due to roll angle into the simulation model. The numerical results shown in Fig.14 show some improvements over those in Fig.10 . This simulation model can reproduce the broaching in the region of larger autopilot courses around 30 degrees. In Fig.10 , capsizing happens before broaching appears. On the other hand, in Fig.14 , roll restoring moments increase in a wave crest with large roll angle therefore broaching occurs before capsizing.
CAPTIVE MODEL EXPERIMENTS IN WAVES
In the previous report 12) the maneuvering coefficients in the simulation model were assumed to be the same as those in calm water ignoring the wave effects on those coefficients. However it is known that the maneuvering coefficients vary in waves [20] [21] [22] . Therefore, in low encounter frequency conditions such as highspeed runs in following and quartering waves, it is important to estimate the variation of maneuvering coefficients as a function of the ship position in waves but its theoretical prediction has not yet been fully established. Thus the captive tests such as computercontrolled Planar Motion Mechanism (PMM) tests including pure yaw, pure sway and combined motion tests and straight-line tests with drift angle were executed in the seakeeping and maneuvering basin of National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE) with a 1/77 scaled model. Rudder angle tests and heel angle tests were executed in the towing tank at Osaka University with a 1/48.94 scaled model. In the combined motion PMM tests, the forward velocity of the model was the same as the wave phase velocity. In other PMM tests forward velocity slightly varied from the wave phase velocity. In the straight-line tests, the rudder angle tests and the heel angle tests, the model was slowly overtaken by waves. The procedure of the PMM experiment in waves is as follows. First waves are generated by the wave maker installed in the wave basin. When the waves sufficiently propagate in the basin, the X-Y towing carriage with the turn table starts to simulate the specified planar motion of the ship model. Time series of reaction forces and moments acting on the model were recorded and expanded into Fourier series for identifying linear and nonlinear manoeuvring coefficients. Here wave-induced forces and moments as functions of heading angle to a wave direction, which were obtained from the straight-line tests without a drift angle using the X-Y towing carriage, were subtracted from the measured data in advance. Note these experimental results could include some uncertainty such as scattering of the ship position in a wave due to control accuracy of the towing carriage's forward speed and measurement accuracy of the servo-needle type wave probe, scattering of the sway and yaw motion due to the control accuracy of the turning table and dynamometer's measurement noise due to the towing carriage. Those uncertainty analyses are one of future tasks. From these experiments we estimate not only the linear terms but also the nonlinear terms such as Y vvv , Y vvr , Y vrr and Yrrr. Figures  15-19 shows the ratio of the coefficients in wave to that in calm water as a function of the relative position of the ship to waves with a wave steepness of 0.05 and a wave length to ship length ratio of 1.25. As shown in Fig.15 , the absolute values of Y v and N v become smaller when the ship center is situated on a wave crest. This is because of the decrease of submerged area around the bow and stern. The maneuvering coefficients related to the drift angle on its own mainly consist of harmonic components. As shown in Fig.16 , N δ decreases when the ship center is in a wave down slope so that the rudder performance is deteriorated. This is because the wave particle flow decreases the rudder inflow velocity in this position. The heel-induced hydrodynamic forces and moments are shown in Fig.17 . In the PMM tests, results shown in Fig.18 and Fig.19 show that some of the cross-coupling maneuvering coefficients have superharmonic components as well. We examined the motion stability in waves with hydrodynamic derivatives with respect to wave heading angle by calculating the eigenvalue of the linearized sway-yaw model as shown in Eq.(35) 21) . Here the symbol of dash denotes non-dimensional quantities. Y r ' , N r ', Y v ' and N v ' were measured using captive tests in the wave shown above. Y  ' and N  ' are calculated as the sum of the Froude-Krylov and diffraction forces. m y ' and J zz ' are assumed to be constant. 
where
The maximum value of the real part of the solution,  max , is shown in Fig.21 . When it is positive, the sway-yaw motion is unstable and vice versa. According to Fig.21 , the ship is directionally stable for most of the wave upslope and unstable in the wave downslope. This tendency is almost independent of the wave heading angle as pointed out by Motora et al 23) . However, as shown in Fig.22 , during the surf-riding in this simulation, the ship is normally captured near a wave trough and wave upslope where directional stability increases. This is why the broaching disappears with this simulation model. In the free-running model experiments, the surf-riding position is deviated from a wave crest to a wave down slope so that broaching occurs. Therefore predicting where the ship is captured by a wave might be crucial to predict broaching. That could be one of our future tasks. The loss of rudder effectiveness due to emersion and/or wave particle velocity affects the rudder drag as well as the rudder lift. Therefore incorporating the effect of the rudder drag into Eq. (4) could improve the surging prediction. However, it is noteworthy here that the effect of the rudder drag to surge force, which is proportional to square of the rudder angle, is much smaller than that the effect of the rudder lift to sway, roll and yaw motions, which is proportional to the rudder angle.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Numerical simulations for the ONR tumblehome vessel in following and quartering waves were executed. The simulation model deals with 6-DoF motions with several nonlinear terms such as rudder and propeller emersions, variation of draft and roll restoring variation in waves. This simulation model provides better agreements with free-running model experiments than that of the existing 4 DoF model. The rudder and propeller emersions explains the significant reduction of steering capability and the roll restoring variation at larger roll angle could prevent excessive roll at a wave crest. Maneuvering coefficient variation in waves, however, fails to improve prediction accuracy so that modeling maneuvering forces in wave with a more precise surf-riding position prediction could be our future tasks.
